


Accesories

Laundry transport and storage

Racks and trolleys for handling laundry easier 
and helping to prevent repetitive stress injuries.
Ergonomic laundry trolleys are suitable for 
laundries, hospitals, nursing homes, hotels, spas, 
etc. Their design ensures that the trolley will be 
close to the equipment so that the clothing does 
not end up on the floor.
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Accessories 

Trolleys for dry laundry .........................   204 

Trolleys for wet laundry .........................   205 

Cage trolleys ..........................................   206 

Clothes rack trolley................................   207

Special models or any other variant on the standard model 
are to be assembled in factory, and carry a supplement 
over the price indicated for the standard model.

Please consult Fagor Industrial for any other variant or 
option not reflected on this list.
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Fagor Industrial

CSH-3 CSH-4

€
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-

€

-

-
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MODEL CODE DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS 
MM

CSH-3 19017195 Two canvas bags and three shelves. 1,190x560x1,060

CSH-4 19017194 Two canvas bags and four shelves. 1,470x560x1,280

MODEL CODE DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS 
MM

CRS-20 19017190 One canvas bag 895x560x750

CRS-35 19017191 One canvas bag 1,050x900x620

CRS-40 19017193 One canvas bag 1,090x620x980

- Chromed steel frame.

- Four swivel casters.

- Equipped with three or four trays.

- Two canvas bags to the sides for dry linen

- Tube structure with highly corrosion-resistant  
 EPOXI treatment.

- Folding structure with 4 swivel casters.

- Nylon canvas bag for dry laundry.

General characteristics

General characteristics

Trolleys for room service

Trolleys with bag for dry laundry

Trolleys for dry laundry
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MODEL CODE LOAD CAPACITY VOLUME 
LITRES

DIMENSIONS 
MM

CH-25 19017181 25 kg of wet laundry 250 884 x 624 x 615

CH-40 19017182 40 kg of wet laundry 400 1,100 x 780 x 615

CH-60 19017183 60 kg of wet laundry 600 1,300 x 910 x 675

MODEL CODE INSIDE DIMENSIONS 
MM

LOAD CAPACITY 
KG

DIMENSIONS 
MM

CFM-1 19000505 1,000x420x545 35 1,030x450x800

CFM-2 19000506 1,000x600x545 50 1,030x630x800

CFM-3 19000507 1,360x645x545 100 1,390x675x800

MODEL CODE COMPOSITION LOAD CAPACITY VOLUME 
LITRES

DIMENSIONS 
MM

CRH-20 19000440  (*) Mobile frame with 4 wheels
+ Fibreglass bin 25 kg of wet laundry 200 655x560x715

CRH-40 19000441 40 kg of wet laundry 400 875x560x715

CRH-60 19000442 60 kg of wet laundry 600 930x560x715

- Bin manufactured in white polypropylene.

- Mobile platform in highly resistant steel tubing, with EPOXI treatment.

- 2 swivel casters.

- Made of light alloy, anodised.

- Mobile bottom.

- With springs in the base of the trolley to maintain a constant level.

- Two fixed wheels and two swivel casters.

- Wheels diameter: 125 mm.

- Container manufactured in white fibreglass.

- Four swivel casters.

- CRH-40 and CRH-60 models: tap for draining at the bottom.

General characteristics

General characteristics

General characteristics

Trolleys with platform

Trolleys with lifting bottom

Trolleys without platform

(*) Supplied in two packages: Base + Bin.

Trolley for wet laundry
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Fagor Industrial
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MODEL CODE DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS 
MM

CRE 19068572 Trolley cage base 1,200 x 805 x 1,800

SHELF CRE 19017600 Additional shelf 1,190 x 800

MODEL CODE DESCRIPTION DIMENSIONS 
MM

CRP 19068573 Basic cage trolley 715 x 805 x 1,800

SHELF CRP 19017601 Additional shelf 700 x 800

DOOR CRP 19017602 Supplementary Door -

Cage trolleys

- Cage trolleys to transport dirty laundry in   
 hospitals and industrial laundries.

- Constructed in high resistance anti-rust   
 steel, with side panels screwed in position or  
 attached by hooks. 
 Open front, or with door which opens by 

sliding downwards.

- Wheels made of polypropylene, two swivel  
 casters and two fixed.

- Optional shelves by model.

General characteristics

- Large width.

- Possibility of adding shelves.

- Possibility of adding shelves.

- Option of incorporating door.

Specific characteristics

Specific characteristics

Open trolleys, large width

Open trolleys
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PM-15/RD
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MODEL CODE DESCRIPTION EXTERNAL DIMENSIONS  
MM

CRP-5 19017188 Cage trolley with 1 door 580 x 800 x 1,500

CRP-6 19017189 Cage trolley with 2 doors 570 x 685 x 1,300

ESTANTE CRP-5/6 19017603 Additional shelf

MODEL CODE SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS DIMENSIONS 
MM

PM-15 19000452 1,500 x 530 x 1,500

PM-15/RD 19031732 Stackable - Z-shaped base 1,500 x 600 x 1,640  

- Equipped with one or two doors, depending on the model.

- Possibility of adding shelves.

- Mobile clothes rack, constructed in chromed steel. 

- Fixed structure, not extensible.

- Four swivel casters.

Specific characteristics

General characteristics

Trolleys with doors

Clothes rack trolley

Clothes rack trolley


